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Obviously, I haven't done any hacking - they do not
exist on my PC. Is it possible to change Uplay's code
to fix this? A: I'm going to answer my own question.
It turns out that there is a way to disable Uplay's
HasOverlappedOperationCompleted event. Start
Uplay and click Options. Click "Advanced" Scroll to
"Game Startup" and disable "Highlight Game Has
Started". Q: How do I convert std::vector into a C-
style array? Is there a simple way to convert a
vector to an array of unsigned int values? It seems
like I should just be able to do this: unsigned int
array[foo.size()]; but I get an error: error: no
matching function for call to
‘std::vector::vector(std::initializer_list)’ A: The
problem is that std::vector does not support implicit
construction from an initializer list. Instead, a
std::vector::value_type is constructed directly:
^^^^^^ A: std::vector is not modelled after an
array but a sequence. This means that it can not be
treated as an array. If you are looking for a type that
is modelled after an array, consider using std::array
template class array { T elements[N]; }; A: You can
use boost::array. E.g. boost::array myarray =
foo.size()? foo.data() : boost::array(); Q: i can't get
the result from c# to my angularjs code using ajax
call i am trying to get the result from an function
that has been made in a C# and put the result in a
variable in an AngularJS code. This is my function in
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C# that gets the result and put it in a variable:
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Hasoverlappedoperationcompleted uplay
hasoverlappedoperationcompleted so i can't. Find
the port number in the process list for the selected
process and then use TCP Port Scanner, available

from M SysTools, to locate the port number. e-mail:
james.dobbins@gmail.com regards james . uplay

hasoverlappedoperationcompleted...Update on the
outcome of PCSK9 inhibitors. Proprotein convertase

subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) is a protein that
inactivates LDL receptor protein by degrading the

receptors in the liver. PCSK9 is involved in the
metabolism of low-density lipoprotein (LDL). It was
discovered that a mutation in the PCSK9 gene is

related to the development of familial
hypercholesterolemia. With the development of anti-
PCSK9 monoclonal antibodies, the success of these

agents in lowering the LDL-cholesterol has been
shown.Q: Getting an empty Test collections I am

building an application where every user would be
able to add different assignment to a list of

assignments. I am testing it with TestClient but I'm
getting an empty test collections. Here are the

properties of the user: [Required]
[DataType(DataType.Text)] public string FirstName

{ get; set; } [DataType(DataType.Text)] public
string LastName { get; set; } [Data
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